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About This Game

Detective Inspector Hector – the hard-nosed, soft-bellied lawman of Clappers Wreake, a town that took the “Great” out of
Britain. He’s violent, drunken, and has a taste for all things criminal, corrupt, or smothered in curry.

All 3 episodes available now - get the full season!

Episode 1 – We Negotiate with Terrorists:

When a hostage crisis erupts in the centre of Clappers Wreake, Hector has to make a choice: carry out a terrorist’s
demands, or let innocent hostages die. Hector’s still on the fence.

Episode 2 – Senseless Acts of Justice:

Hunting a psychopath, Hector is pulled down a twisted trail of meat, sin, sleaze, and more meat.

Episode 3 – Beyond Reasonable Doom:

Can Hector escape his squalid demise and stagger back to Clappers Wreake to save it from extinction?
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Title: Hector: Badge of Carnage - Full Series
Genre: Adventure, Casual
Developer:
Straandlooper
Publisher:
Telltale Games
Release Date: 27 Apr, 2011

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: XP / Vista / Windows 7

Processor: 1.8 GHz Pentium 4 or equivalent

Memory: 2 GB

Hard Disk Space: 500 Mb

Video Card: ATI or NVidia card w/ 256 MB RAM

DirectX®: 9.0c

Sound: Audio Card required

English
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Bought it for 5$, added Stockfish engine. Works well. Database is nice to have. The Fritz 13SE engine seemed a bit... Crap.

I have more than 54 hours in it, offline mode.. b-class horror game.
-gather notes to learn story
-some puzzles
-the monster is kinda meh.
-ending is just front page of newspaper. A fun little game. I enjoy the soundtrack muchly. :D. 1.It's more like a novel with
variations in the narration than a choice novel.
2.It is very well written and the author style is his own choosing, I personally don't mind MC not having quote because his
thinking actually melt with what he says... and you understand this at the end of the game, can't spoil you more.
3.Well ok you don't make any choice and don't leave any real impact but the narration DOES vary upon your choices. Your
character magic depends on your choice and even if the results are the same, the text IS NOT. People who don't like this style
don't like it only because they care more for results than the actual path to result. It is still a CYOA wheter you want it or not, it's
just that what changes is the way you appreciate the main story that is still the same. Those variations still add narratively and to
the atmosphere too.
4.I do find the humor funny here and am able to identify to the main character who's not a perfect icon of a hero, far from that
(not the pervert side, but I actually don't think he's that of a pervert. Guys, just admit there's different level of perversity and
here the thing is just intended for kiddy puns, really).
5.I think a lot of reviews there are misunderstanding what was intended by the author and just don't like what he chose to do.
Well, ok, but don't go criticize the thing compared to other CYOA. Because it is just a rare type of CYOA but it is still indeed
one.
6.The story is slow to start. But try to stick to the end. You could be surprised.
7.Because it is more like a novel with variations, the secondary characters have more depth than in normal CYOA.
8.I still enjoyed playing the games more than once to see how the writings changed. The result might be the same, but not the
path taken.
9. I do recommend it. It may not please everyone, because there are clear writing choices that have been made here. It is still
interesting and worth a reading. Once you finished the story, try to... put the pieces together again, you'll understand many little
details in the writings. I can only approve this.. very nice game for a nice price !. Game's hella fun,except for the part where i
break my mouse.
11\/10. Rainbow six, is a great game.. and I am happy that I own theme.. if your into Spec ops or into any Great shooter... Look
up
\..Rainbox six, lockdown or try them all. Oh btw they've really got a great OST as in the music.
\..great game sad.. that Mr.Clancy has passed away.. but His books and His games.. will be in our lifes and hearts till the end of
all days.... Real short, not bad little vr educational experience.. Well, i genuinely want to kill myself now. The game is doing
great so far.. The art style and soundtrack are cool, and the gameplay is pretty good, but it's too impractical to be a paid game. It
seems more like something you'd play on kongregate when you got a couple of hours to kill. Figuring out a level takes about 1
minute, and then it's just hoping you don't screw up the platforming (And if you're playing on nigtmare or going for all brains,
Morgan Freeman bless you.) The levels go one at a time, so if you're stuck, you can't do anything, unlike games like Super Meat
Boy where if you're stuck, you at least have another level to play.

Overall, the concept is cool, the art and soundtrack were pretty good, but the gameplay was executed poorly.
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bring back so many memories from 20ish years ago <3
Looks really good!!! all the same voices <3 A must buy game 10/10. This is just so good, the interface is smooth and
comfortable, easy to use, 11\/10 IGN bois. Get this DLC, so U can use the super powerful rare weapon in it to get other rare
weapon in the game for everyone...lol 10\/10. After installing this DLC, FSX no longer starts. At the same time this DLC was
added, it also installed something called FSX64. Not sure if that is related, but I uninstalled FSX-Steam edition, re-installed
(50GBytes worth :( ). It ran once, but back to not starting......
Ouch. Gorgeous game. Original and creative level design like no other platformer I've played before, introducing an interesting
new mechanic with every level. Amazing that the entire game was made by just one person, especially considering its level of
polish.
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